Editing Symbols

 inaccurate or unclear phrasing
 connect Once up on a time, there was a man.
 reverse order He ate the food delicious
 move this He got angry at the workers very
 word omitted They stole because their needed to eat.
 omit He didn't give money to the workers.

 Frag Fragment Because he was so greedy. Frag

 Divide a run-on sentence. The people were very hungry, they didn't have any money.

 wrong word They stole because their needed to eat.
 word form He was very angry.
 spelling He was a poor man.
 punctuation Why don't you pay them.
 tense The days passing.

 article When farmer found that the pumpkins were gone, he became angry.

 preposition He thought a method.

 plural Some pumpkins was stolen.

 singular This information are helpful.

 small letter He was a farmer.
 capital letter His name was Fred.

 what does this mean?

 paragraph Start a new paragraph here.

 Conj. Conjunction error
Sample Essay to Be Edited

One pumpkin farmer own a lot of pumpkin lands. He does not treat his workers as well. His workers are so angry with him. One night, one of his worker's family was starving so that they went into the pumpkin fields and strolled some pumpkins to eat and some to sold. They axe really need some money.

The morning came, the man wake up and look into the pumpkin fields. He see some of his pumpkins is gone so that it makes him very angry. Because he was afraid to be poor, he wants more money. He put up a side which say, "One of these pumpkins is poisoned."